
TOURNAMENT RULES 
 
Continuous kickboxing Sparring 
Must use (at least) 10oz gloves, shinguards, foot gear, mouthguard, cup, headgear 

□ All kicks and punches above the waist - no leg kicks allowed 
□ No spinning backfist 
□ No spinning blind backkicks (backkicks must be controlled, watching where strike 

lands) 
□ No elbows 
□ No knees 

 
Low-Kick Kickboxing 
Must use: (at least) 10oz gloves, shin/instep guards (shin + foot gear), mouthguard, cup, 
headgear 

□ Leg kicks allowed 
□ No spinning backfist 
□ No spinning blind backkicks (backkicks must be controlled, watching where strike 

lands) 
□ No elbows 
□ No knees 

 
Muay Thai 
Must use: (at least) 10oz gloves, shin/instep guards (shin + foot gear), mouthguard, cup, 
headgear 

□ Leg kicks allowed 
□ Knees allowed (can enter clinch and throw up to three light-contact knees) 
□ No knees to head 
□ No spinning backfist 
□ No spinning blind backkicks (must be controlled, watching where strike lands) 
□ No elbows 
□ Holding a leg with only one counter technique, after which the leg must be 

released 
 
Point Sparring 
Must use: Point sparring hand gear (10oz gloves will be allowed), shinguards, foot gear, 
mouthguard, cup, headgear 

□ All kicks and punches above the waist - no leg kicks allowed 
□ Points are awarded after being scored and the referee stops the exchange 
□ Only controlled contact will be scored (no excessive contact allowed) 
□ No spinning backfist 
□ No spinning blind backkicks (backkicks must be controlled, watching where strike 

lands) 
□ No elbows 
□ No knees 



 
Illegal techniques are as follows: 
The use of spinning backfist, Any form of throwing, All types of strikes with the elbows, All 
attacks (strikes, punches, kicks) against the joints, Attacks to the groin, All forms of biting or 
spitting, Unsportsmanlike conduct or disrespect towards the referee, All strikes, blow and 
punches executed with the palm side of  gloves, All kicks to the back and the back  of the neck  
or head, Any form of butting with the head, Attacked a downed opponent or an opponent who 
touches the floor with their gloves, Attacking  on the break  or during  a referee break, Spitting 
out one's mouthguard (gumshield), Holding the opponent's  leg  while  executing  multiple 
striking or punching techniques, Fleeing the ring to avoid contact 
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